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COVID-19 has exacerbated migrant workers’ conditions and

enforced distinctions on national lines

Raluca Bejan, Kristi A Allain and Tracy Glynn 

2/07/2021

Located in the Maritime region of Canada, popular visions of Prince Edward Island show red-sand

beaches, picturesque coastlines, wide farmlands, lighthouses, and scenic fishing villages where stacked

lobster cages make picture perfect postcards. Yet behind these picturesque sceneries lies something

else.

The reality for temporary foreign workers coming from abroad to work on local farms and seafood

processing plants demonstrates the contradictions in this quaint imagery and points to a much hasher

picture.

In the 1970s, the Canadian government developed the Temporary Foreign Worker Program (TFWP) to

address national labour market needs. A program that initially targeted highly skilled individuals such

as academics, engineers and business executives, the TFWP has evolved, over the last decades,

towards staffing positions in seemingly less skilled employment areas such as the agricultural and fish

processing fields.

Although slower than other Canadian regions in adopting this hiring scheme, the Maritime provinces

have recently enthusiastically embraced the TFWP to facilitate the regional fisheries’ transition from

family-based businesses to larger corporate enterprises, relying on cheap labour to compete in

international markets. For example, in 2003, approximately 875 temporary foreign workers entered

Prince Edward Island to harvest its farms and work in seafood processing plants. By 2020 these

numbers increased to a record 1725 entries.

Scholars from the larger Canadian provinces such as Ontario, British Columbia and Québec have

documented the unsafe occupational practices and substandard living conditions of temporary

foreign workers. These include lack of adequate access to healthcare, job insecurity, abusive work

practices, including ineligibility for overtime pay, low pay, long hours, and even dismissal and

repatriation. Similar research has been sparse and only sporadically conducted in Maritime Canada.

Safe at Work, Unsafe at home: COVID-19 and Temporary Foreign Workers in Prince Edward Island, a

community report published in June 2021, documents migrant workers’ occupational and living

conditions and investigates how the COVID-pandemic has affected the workers in the region. The

report was jointly authored by researchers from Dalhousie University in Halifax, Nova Scotia; St

Thomas University, Fredericton, New Brunswick; and Cooper Institute in Prince Edward Island. Our

team interviewed 15 workers from Mexico, the Philippines and Guatemala, who entered Canada for

work after the start of the COVID pandemic in 2020. Interviews were carried out by phone, in both

Spanish and English.

https://www.canada.ca/en/employment-social-development/services/foreign-workers.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0308597X1630690X?via%3Dihub
https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/76defa14-473e-41e2-abfa-60021c4d934b
https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/76defa14-473e-41e2-abfa-60021c4d934b
https://heinonline.org/HOL/LandingPage?handle=hein.journals/canlemj18&div=4&id=&page=
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12134-018-0583-z
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13621020902850643
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/pei-migrant-worker-report-unsafe-at-home-1.6047995
https://tfwmaritimes.ca/pdf/Report-Safe_at_Work_Unsafe_at_Home-TFWMARITIMES-PEI-2021.pdf
https://tfwmaritimes.ca/pdf/Report-Safe_at_Work_Unsafe_at_Home-TFWMARITIMES-PEI-2021.pdf
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Through this investigation, we found that the pandemic exacerbated workers’ precarious working and

living conditions, with participants citing overcrowded housing as a severe and ongoing issue. In one

instance, close to 70 people shared a larger dwelling. In another instance, 17 people shared a single-

family house. In some cases, sleeping arrangements consisted of one large room and several bunk

beds. On average, 10 people shared one washroom and one kitchen. Participants joked that they had

to “win” the stove in order to prepare their dinner.

Many studies cite overcrowding as an issue for temporary foreign workers housed on Canadian agri-

food plants. However, it is particularly concerning that overcrowding persisted during the COVID

pandemic, when social distancing was emphasized by public health protocols, including the

Government of Prince Edward Island’s guidelines to employers in terms of housing conditions, self-

isolation, hygiene and physical distancing. It is highly unlikely that government inspectors could

enforce such guidelines in a single-family home housing 17 workers.

All workers in our sample felt that COVID protocols were respected at their place of work. However,

what is the point in enforcing these work protocols when workers go back to overcrowded houses,

making social distancing impossible? Safety of housing and safety of the workplace go hand in hand

for migrant workers who have little control over their accommodations as their contracts and housing

provisions are tied to their employers.

COVID also exacerbated national differences. Migrants reported being physically separated at work

from Canadians, during lunches and break times. Migrants also spoke of employer imposed pandemic

limits on their privacy, including the installation of close circuit cameras inside their homes, stay-at-

home restrictions, and a limitation on outside visitors. Canadian counterparts, by contrast, were not

subject to the same stringent restrictions.

As employers and the state impose precarious occupational and living conditions on temporary

migrant workers in Canada, xenophobic ways of understanding difference along national lines are

exposed. While Canadian workers have rights to good working conditions and adequate pay, the

material prerequisites for securing dignified housing on the private market, the fates of those

symbolically outside the nation, devoid of citizenship rights, are highly dependent on private

employers and landlords. As employers physically and symbolically separate temporary foreign

workers from Canadian ones, subjecting the migrants to stricter regulations, they produce them as

health liabilities and vectors of disease.

Under this regime, it is national bodies, truly Canadian ones, that need state and employer protections

from foreign migrants, whose main purpose is to serve as a money-making vessel for agri-food

businesses. Their bodies are instrumental, continuing to feed the nation so that the national subjects

can continue their lives inside the nation, with as little disruption as possible.

As the lives of migrants become risks to be managed, we lose sight of these workers, ignoring their

own service and sacrifices to the pandemic and more importantly their own need for adequate

protections and rights.

 

http://community.smu.ca/atlantic/documents/WP46HorganLiinamaa_005.pdf
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/publications/2020-07-02_covid-19_prevention_and_self-isolation_order.pdf
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/publications/2020-07-02_covid-19_prevention_and_self-isolation_order.pdf
https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/sites/default/files/publications/2020-07-02_covid-19_prevention_and_self-isolation_order.pdf
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